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Big Ideas: A Frank Stella retrospective.
By Peter Schjeldahl

“Effingham II” (1966). Stella’s swagger made him a god of the sixties art world.
CREDIT COURTESY THE GLASS HOUSE / ARS, NY
The Frank Stella retrospective at the Whitney Museum will likely provoke varied opinions, on a scale from great
to god-awful. The crowded installation of huge abstract paintings, reliefs, sculptures, and painting-sculpture
hybrids, augmented by works on paper, tracks the New York artist’s fifty-seven-year career. At the start is the
deathly glamour of Stella’s Black Paintings—bands in matte enamel, separated by fuzzy pinstripes of nearly
bare canvas—which shocked everyone with their dour simplicity when they appeared in a show at the Museum
of Modern Art, in 1959. Those works, which Stella began making when he was a senior at Princeton,
amounted to tombstones for Abstract Expressionism and heralds of minimalism. The new show ends with one
crazy-looking mode after another, mostly in the form of wall-hung constructions, created since the early
nineteen-seventies. In between are too few of the swaggering compositions—of target-like concentric stripes,
designs based on compasses and protractors, and shaped canvases that echo the shapes painted on them—
that made Stella a god of the sixties art world, exalting tastes for reductive form, daunting scale, and florid
artificial color. His impact on abstract art was something like Dylan’s on music and Warhol’s on more or less
everything.
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Nothing that Stella has made since exercises such authority. His last works to cause much critical stir, dating
from the early seventies, extend the lexicon of his shaped canvases to reliefs of angled planes, made from
wood and covered with colored paper, corrugated cardboard, and felt. The surfaces are seductive, seen close
up, and the configurations are majestic, all but flying across the wall, when beheld from a distance. The works
suggest a racy rebirth of Cubism, but trends in post-minimalism and conceptualism were taking center stage in
the art world at that time, and Stella’s ripostes were strained. In the mid-seventies, he opened up his painting
to actual space by fragmenting it into floating cutout metal shapes that he slathered with paint and sometimes
glitter: disco modernism, you could call the work, but it’s more strenuous than ecstatic. There followed ever
more aggressive free-form assemblies of jutting planes, twisted pipes, cones and cylinders, and hectic
brushwork, the effect of which was like very loud music that has neither tune nor tone.
In “Working Space,” a book derived from a series of lectures that Stella delivered at Harvard in the early
eighties, he framed his new work as an answer to a crisis in abstract painting. He saw a precedent in
Caravaggio’s invention, in around 1600, of Baroque spatial illusion, in which the space in a picture appears
continuous with the space outside it. But Stella’s theory proved more gripping than his practice. Caravaggio, in
service to the militant piety of the Counter-Reformation, devoted his dramatic style to fervently envisioned
religious content, such as the appearance of the risen Christ at Emmaus. The story told and the manner of its
telling conjoin in Caravaggio’s work. Stella’s fealty to abstract art as a cause and an ideal—the only content
that his art allows—can seem remarkably frail by comparison. It led him into willful eccentricities that may raise
unkind questions about the cogency of his early triumphs.
Stella was precocious and exceedingly well schooled, qualities that are now the norm but which were rare
among earlier generations of American modern artists, whose routes to fame tended to be serpentine. He was
born in 1936 and grew up in Malden, Massachusetts. His father was a gynecologist, his mother a housewife
who had attended design school. They both liked to paint. Stella graduated from Phillips Academy, Andover,
where his classmates included Carl Andre, whose sculpture later came to define minimalism. Stella immersed
himself in art history and was inspired by sophisticated elders, including Bartlett H. Hayes, Jr., a painter who
was the director of the nearby Addison Gallery of American Art. Hayes promoted the art of two GermanAmerican painters who were also pedagogues: the proto-Abstract Expressionist Hans Hofmann, who had his
own school in New York, and the Bauhaus-nurtured color theorist Josef Albers, at Yale. Stella absorbed a bias
for painting as a systematic and even calculated enterprise. His good fortune in mentors followed him to
Princeton, where he was encouraged by Stephen Greene, a minor painter and legendary teacher. A visit to
New York in 1958 introduced him to Jasper Johns’s sensationally phlegmatic paintings of flags and targets, a
model that he tentatively adapted to large-scale abstraction. Then came the Black Paintings, which, besides
rocketing him to fame, promulgated a new idea of what art can do and, more to the point, what it can do
without.
The idea—of painting limited to its essential means—was powerfully espoused by the critic Clement
Greenberg, and was further refined by Michael Fried, an art historian and critic who was Stella’s classmate at
Princeton. Fried championed Stella and other artists, notably Kenneth Noland and Jules Olitski, who hewed to
Greenberg’s doctrine of modernist painting as progressive art for art’s sake. “Frank Stella’s new paintings
investigate the viability of shape as such,” Fried wrote in an influential essay, “Shape as Form,” in 1966. Such
thumping rhetoric, here with a faintly bizarre metaphor of paintings performing like a team of detectives, typifies
the confidence of what came to be called “formalist” art and thought. The issues involved, which led Fried to
attack the bluntness of most minimalist art as vulgarly “theatrical,” were esoteric but, for those in the know,
galvanizing. In those days, serious critics could still at least seem to exert real worldly power. Leo Castelli,
whose Olympian gallery Stella joined in 1959, took careful note of their tendencies, even as he began to
eclipse them as the pilot of a soaring art market that didn’t trouble itself with theoretical distinctions.
Stella’s cynosure then, and perhaps his problem now, was a coolness beyond cool. In a telling passage from
“Working Space,” he recounts a youthful misgiving about the grand masters of Abstract Expressionism,
Jackson Pollock and Willem de Kooning, whom he revered. He writes, “I sensed a hesitancy, a doubt of some
vague dimension which made their work touching, but to me somehow too vulnerable.” The older artists had
established New York as the imperial court of artistic innovation. It was time for their heirs to start behaving
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with an impunity befitting emperors. The stars of Pop and minimal art did so, though in most cases with some
degree of irony. Warhol’s Factory poked fun at itself as a cottage-industry miniature of commercial mass
culture. Minimal art related itself to new forms of public space—corporate lobbies and plazas, airports, malls,
and freeways, synopsized in white-box galleries—which seemed to render obsolete the contemplation of
discrete pictures and sculptures. But Stella wanted to maintain the grandeur of post-Renaissance Western
painting, updated through the elimination of the muss and fuss of religion, politics, psychology, and other alltoo-human weaknesses.
I don’t know what to make of Stella’s later works. His most famous apothegm—“What you see is what you
see”—is no help, if seeing is supposed to imply comprehending. Looking is futile except as an inspection of the
wizardly ways in which Stella made the works, with welds, flanges, castings, and, increasingly, computergenerated patterns. Always, there are self-consciously poetic titles, a habit of Stella’s since he gave the Black
Paintings names like “Die Fahne Hoch!” (“The Flag on High!,” from a Nazi anthem) and “The Marriage of
Reason and Squalor II.” In the eighties and nineties, he made works referencing the hundred and thirty-five
chapters of “Moby-Dick.” The titles function as apostrophes of meaning. Meaning exists. It’s just not “what you
see,” except through tortuous efforts of association.
Stella made a permanent difference in art history. He is extraordinarily intelligent and extravagantly skilled. But
his example is cautionary. Even groundbreaking ideas have life spans, and Stella’s belief in inherent values of
abstract art has long since ceased to be shared by younger artists. His ambition rolls on, unalloyed with selfquestioning or humor. The most effective installations of Stella’s later works that I have seen are in corporate
settings, where they can seem to function as symbols of team spirit. Rather than savoring his work now, you
endorse it, or not.

